
 
 Angular Developer  

Job Description  
No Limit is a of team developers working closely on various large-scale projects. No Limit works 
closely with large enterprises to provide innovative software solutions and drive forward digital 
transformation. As a team we build sustainable and effective software platforms, portals, UI/UX, 
chatbots and much more.  
As a developer you will work with the team across our entire technology stack including: MongoDB, 
Express.js, Angular.js, Node.js  
More about you  

 2+ years relevant front end experience, 1+ years Angular experience (We will be using 
Angular 5);  

 1+ years developing single page applications;  

 Well versed in Javascript best practices and philosophy;  

 Expert-level understanding of HTML and CSS;  

 Experience with front-end tooling such as gulp, less, scss and etc.;  

 Experience working with REST and API integration.  
 
More about our team  
We are a growing team of Software Developers, Dev Ops Engineers, Angular developers, Web 
developers, UI/UX and Designers ranging in levels of experience. Most importantly we are friends 
with each other. We do not mind redesigning the office every now and then so that it better suits us. 
We are NOT coffee enthusiasts, but we love to pop a can of beer once in a while. Keep in mind that 
we have StarCraft, star wars and start trek fanboys as well as a passionate photographers, artists and 
even a former martial arts specialist. We are diverse, different and even a bit crazy, we are No Limit.  

No Limit where you make the change  
We believe in your uniqueness. We do not discriminate in age, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, color or 
whatever you can think of. Moreover we embrace difference and use it as a competitive advantage  
and as a focal point in our culture. Your opinion is always important and you are welcome to share it 
with everyone anytime you see fit.  

Do you feel like becoming a part of that community? Send us a short resume to 
office@nolimit.software or a.velikov@nolimit.software with what you think best describes you. If 
you feel like it shoot a short video saying HI!  

Note  
We screen ALL CVs and we will contact everyone. 
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